The First Conference of the Low Countries Chapter of ISKO

Programme at a glance

DAY 1 - THURSDAY, 20 JUNE 2019

10:00 ISKO-LC Inaugural Meeting Registration
10:30 Inaugural Meeting The Low Countries Chapter of ISKO
12:30-13:30 Lunch break ISKO LC Members

13:30-14:00 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

14:00 Welcome from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel & ISKO Low Countries
14:15 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Concepts and conceptual relations: the basis and basics of knowledge organization system
Birger Hjørlund, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
15:00 Hierarchy and the foundations of classification: the inspection of its ontological status and its role in ethics
Joseph Tennis, University of Washington (USA)
15:30 Coffee/Tea

SESSION 1: KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION, TRADITION AND LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Chair: Claudio Gnoli
15:45 Knowledge organization as a fundamental component of information science education
Dagobert Soergel, University at Buffalo (USA)
16:15 The way encyclopedia and knowledge organization interact
Steven Laporte, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium)
16:45 An international approach to knowledge organization: the case of UDC
Aida Slavic, UDC Consortium (Netherlands)

17:15 PANEL: KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION AND LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE EDUCATION
Chair: Dagobert Soergel
18:00 Close of the DAY 1
**SESSION 2: KNOWLEDGE SPACE AND CLASSIFICATION**
*Chair: Seth Van Hooland*

9:30 *Research classifications as a tool in current research information systems*
Sadia Vancauwenbergh & Hanne Poelmans, Hasselt University (Belgium)

10:00 *Knowledge space vectors in multi-dimensional classifications*
Charles van den Heuvel, Huygens ING (Netherlands) & Richard P. Smiraglia, DANS KNAW (Netherlands)

10:30 *Classifying KOSs: the use of Dahlberg’s ICC in the DANS KOS observatory (KOSo)*
Gerard Coen, Richard P. Smiraglia, Peter Doorn & Andrea Scharnhorst, DANS KNAW (Netherlands)

11:00 Coffee/Tea

**SESSION 3: KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION IN SPECIFIC DOMAINS**
*Chair: Andrea Scharnhorst*

11:15 *Morsels of music, morsels of music knowledge organisation*
Deborah Lee, City University London (UK)

11:45 *Capturing and retrieving medical terminology for translation purposes: a brief overview of thesauri, databases, coding and indexing systems, ontologies and standardization*
Heidi Verplaetse & Cornelia Wermuth, KU Leuven (Belgium)

12:15 *Information and data in allergology: theoretical and methodological proposals for building a knowledge organization model dedicated to the design of info-communication devices*
Marcin Trzmielewski, University Hospital of Montpellier (France), Pascal Demoly, Luciana Kase Tanno & Davide Caimmi, University Hospital of Montpellier and Sorbonne Univeristy & Claudio Gnoli, University of Pavia (Italy)

12:45 *Organizing semantic units for digital curation*
Ziyoung Park, Hansung University (South Korea); Hyewon Lee, Seoul Women’s University (South Korea), Soyoung Yoon, Hansung University (South Korea)

13:15 Lunch

**SESSION 4: KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION TOOLS IN INFORMATION EXCHANGE**
*Chair: Charles van den Heuvel*

14:15 *Dimensional analysis of subjects: indexing KOSs in BARTOC by phenomena, perspectives, documents and collections*
Claudio Gnoli, University of Pavia (Italy), Ziyoung Park, Hansung University (South Korea), Andreas Ledl, University of Basel (Switzerland)

14:45 *Concept mapping through a hub: Coli-conc pilot study*
Uma Balakrishnan, Verbundzentrale des GBV (Germany), Dagobert Soergel, University at Buffalo (USA)

15:15 *Knowledge organization systems and linked data: meaning and identifiers*
Ronald Siebes & Andrea Scharnhorst, DANS KNAW (Netherlands)

15:45 Coffee break

**16:00 PANEL: ISKO-LC Mission**
*Chair: Joseph Tennis*

17:00 Conference close